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PACKAGE CONTAINS

1. Left part of slide stop 1 pcs
2. Right part of slide stop 1 pcs
3. Screw ISO 10642 M3x5 2 pcs

1.
2.

3.
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TOOL NEEDED

Basic tool:
1. Hex wrench size 2
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Recommended tools:
1. Hex bit size 2
2. Torque screwdriver
3. Medium-strength threadlocker (e.g. Loctite 243)
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STEP 01
Original slide stop removal
 

Align markings on the firearm. With a blunt object press out the original slide stop 
according to the instructions of the manufacturer.
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Make sure that the firearm is empty during installation and functionality check procedure. Separate magazines and ammo from firearms and 
place them away from the installation area. For any injuries during installation Stay-tech company will not hold responsibility. 
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STEP 02
Original slide stop removal

Remove original slide stop completely. Again align markings on the pistol.
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STEP 03
Left part of slide stop installation 

Insert the left part of the slide stop into the hole and 
push it until you hear a spring click. Now left part of the 
slide stop should be firmly held by the spring inside of a 

firearm.

Place the right part of the slide stop onto a square shape 
from the left part of the slide stop. Beware of the 

correct orientation of both parts.
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STEP 04
Right part of slide stop installation

After installing both parts together, check alignment and 
orientation. Both parts must fit completely.

Place the fixation screw into the hole and tighten it with
choosen tool (Hex wrench / Torque screwdriver).
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In this step, we recommend using a medium-strength threadlocker for screw fixation and a Torque screwdriver to prevent damage of parts 
and screw. Do not exceed the maximum tightening torque 1,2Nm.
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STEP 05
Inspection of installed parts

Check if installation of Stay-tech slide stop was 
successful. To avoid damage to the gun housing, check if 

the installed part is pressing against the housing 
improperly.

After correct installation has been ensured, check the 
functionality of the firearm according to the pistol 

manufacturer. Now you are ready for a new shooting 
experience with Stay-tech parts. 
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STEP 06 - ADDITIONAL
Disassemble for cleaning

Unscrew the fixation screw for approximately 4 mm or 8 
turns (the screw is halfway untighted).

Align markings on the firearm and with a blunt object 
press on the head of the fixation screw.

In that way, you will separate the left and right part of 
the slide stop. After that remove the fixation screw and 

the right part to press out the left part.
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Make sure that the firearm is empty during installation and functionality check procedure. Separate magazines and ammo from 
firearms and place them away from the installation area. 
For any injuries during installation or any injuries during improper usage of firearms and Stay-tech parts, the Stay-tech company 
will not hold responsibility.
After installation of Slide stop by Stay-tech check: 
• the functionality of a firearm, 
• if all safeties are still working, 
• if usage of firearm is still safe with respect to all safety precautions.
It is recommended that periodic inspections especially before and after shooting are made to ensure that screw is tightened.
The tightening torque for the screw should not exceed a maximum 1,2Nm. Otherwise, the head of the screw, thread, or parts 
can be damaged.
The company Stay-tech as a manufacturer of parts and supplier cannot be held responsible for damage on products, all involved 
parts, and damage on firearms that are incorrectly installed, inappropriately used, or installed not according to instructions.
Parts of Slide stop by Stay-tech that have been damaged during usage should be entirely replaced with new parts or partially 
with suitable spare parts from Stay-tech.
It can happen that removal of the right side of the slide stop will be challenging due to the nature of the fixation of Stay-tech
slide stop together. To prevent damage on the firearm, put a blunt object (e.g. plastic card) into the gap between the pistol and 
the right part of the slide stop, and remove the part with moving the card up and down.
Periodic cleaning (after every usage of a firearm) and light oiling (use products that are dedicated for the maintenance of 
firearms) of Slide stop parts is necessary to maintain parts in good shape and prevent rusting. Before the first installation 
removes all excess anti-corrosion oil from parts with a dry and clean wipe.
With usage of products made by the company Stay-tech all users:
• agree with terms and conditions,
• confirms that all safety precautions will be respected,
• use the products at their own risk.
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STAY BRAVE, STAY SAFE.
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